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ln 1990, Congress established the EB-5 program 1 to promote economic growth in the United States 
through foreign investment.2 Investors who comply wi th the program's requirements first receive 
conditional status, followed by the opportunity for the removal of conditions and permanent resident 
status. Investors may fund their own projects, or invest through a US Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (USCIS) designated regional center.3 

In January 2009, USC IS designated the Applicant as a regional center. In September 20 15, the 
Applicant requested an amendment to its designation based upon an exemplar project to develop and 
operate a twelve-story mixed-use commercia l building with integrated parking in New 

· York.4 

The Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program Office denied the amendment request, concluding that 
the record did not establish, as required, that the purchase of participation interests by 

the new commercial enterprise (NCE), qualified as an eligible replacement of bridge financing. 
Accordingly, he found the record did not sufficiently show that foreign investor capital would be 
placed with the entity most closely responsible for job creation, and that the NCE would undertake 
the project's business activities. 

On appeal , the Applicant asserts that the NCE did carry out the business activities, and that foreign 
investors' funds were placed with 3 the job creating entity (.ICE), the entity most 
closely responsible for job creation. It claims that the bridge ti nancing guidance from USCIS 

1 The EB-5 program, as it is commonly called, issues employment-based fifth preference visas. 
2 See section 203(b)(5) of the Immigration and National ity Act, 8 U.S.C. § 11 53(b)(5). 
:; See Section 6 I O(a) of the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies 
Appropriations Act (Appropriations Act), I 993 , Pub. L. No. I 02-395, I 06 Stat. I 828, 1874 "(Oct. 6, 1992), as amended. 
~ The term "exemplar" refers to a sample Form 1-526 petition, filed with a Form 1-924 actual project proposal that 
contains copies of the commercial enterprise's organizational and transactional documents. 6 USCJS Policy Manual 
G.3(B)(3), https://www.usc is.gov/policymanual. 
5 At the time of tiling. the Applicant identified the JCE as It subsequently reass igned all in terests to 

as the JCE. The revised loan documents presented on appea l are between 
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permits theNCE to use EB-5 funds for a participation in the bank loans to the JCE.6 It contends that 
the construction loans to be replaced constituted temporary bridge financing, because the permanent 
loans would only come into effect if there were insufficient EB-5 funding to purchase the 
participation interests. Finally, the Applicant alleges it may now exercise an option available from 
the beginning, in which the NCE loans the capital directly to the JCE, which would then pay off the 
bank loan. Therefore, it asserts, the NCE placed the funds with the entity responsible for job 
creation. Finally, it provides an August 2017 memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the 
NCE and the .JCE that introduces and authenticates direct loan documents between the two entities. 
and submits evidence of additional JCE expenditures. 7 

. 

Upon de novo review, we will dismiss the appeal. 

I. LAW 

USCIS may designate an entity as a regional center based on a general proposal for the promotion of 
economic growth, including increased export sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, or 
increased domestic capital investment. Appropriations Act § 610, as amended. The showing that a 
regional center will more likely than. not promote economic growth may be based on general 
predictions concerning the kinds of commercial enterprises that will receive capital from immigrant 
investors, the jobs that will be created directly or indirectly as a result of such capital investments, 
and the other positive economic. effects such capital investments will have on the area. !d. 

The implementing regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(3) indicates that an entity that wishes to apply 
for regional center designation shall submit a proposal that: 

(i) Clearly describes how the regional center focuses on a geographical region of 
the United States, and how it will promote economic growth through 
increased export sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, and 
increased domestic capital investment; 

(ii) Provides in verifiable detail how jobs will be created indirectly through 

increased exports; 

(iii) Provides a detailed statement regarding the amount and source of capital 
which has been committed to the regional center, as well as a description of 

1'A participation is an arrangement in which a bank makes a loan to a borrower and then sells all or a portion of that loan 
to a purchasing bank. All documentation of the loan is drafted in the name of the selling bank. Generally, the 
purchasing bank's share of the participated loan is evidenced by a certificate that assigns an interest in the loan and any 
related collateral. See Office of the Chief Comptroller of Currency, U.S. Department ofTreasury, Banking Circular 181 
(Rev.) Purchases of Loan in Whole or in Part-Participations, (August 2, 1984), https: //www.occ.gov/static/news
issuances/bulletins/pre-1994/banking-circulars/bc-1984-181.pdf. 
7 The Applicant provides additional evidence on appeal that we have reviewed, but do not specifically address in our 
decision. We have considered the record in its entirety. 
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the promotional efto rts taken and planned by the sponsors of the regio nal 
center; 

(iv) Contains a detailed prediction regarding the manner in which the regional 
center will have a positive impact on the regional or national economy in 
general as ret1ected by such factors as increased household earnings, greater 
demand lor business services, utilities, maintenance and repair, and 
construction both within and without the regional center; and 

(v) Is supported by economically or statistically valid forecasting tools, including, 
but not limited to, t~asibi l ity studies, analyses of foreign and domestic markets 
for the goods or services to be exported, and/or multiplier tables. 

To show that the regional center will promote economic growth, applicants may submit proposals 
lo r hypothetical or actual projects. The amount of verifiable detail required depends on the type o f 
project proposed. For approva l as a hypothetical project, a regional center must meet a more lenient 
standard, namely, it must show in verifiable detail how it will positively impact economic growth. 
Hypothetical projects do not requ ire business plans compliant with Matter (~l Ho, 22 I&N Dec. 206 
(Assoc. Comm' r. 1998).8 If approved, a hypothetical project wi ll not receive deference in future 
filings. 

In contrast, actual project proposa ls require the submission of a Maller of No-compliant business 
plan. Appl icants submitting these proposals may also choose to fi le an exemplar Form 1-526, 
Immigrant Petition by Alien Entrepreneur ( investor petition), with .additional project documents. If 
approved, both the actual project and the exemplar filing will be accorded deference in subsequent 
related filings, barring mistake of law or fact, fraud, or material misrepresentation. 

II. ANALYSIS 

In September 2015, the Applicant requested an amendment to its designation based on an exemplar 
project and provided a business plan stating that the NCE, intended to raise $2 1,000,000 from 42 
EB-5 investors9 to replace bridge financing acquired by the JCE. The JCE planned to use these 
funds to develop and operate a twelve-story mixed-usc commercial building with integrated parking 
in NY. The total cost of the project is $108,400,000, including $24,100,000 in developer 
equity, a $9,500,000 environmental clean-up grant, $17,000,000 in tenant equity, and a $57,700,000 
construction loan that would convert into tour permanent loans tor specitic aspects o f the project-

K A Mauer of Ho compliant business plan should include the fo llowing components: ( I) a description of the business: (2) 
business structure and objectives: (3) a marketing plan with target market analysis: (4) personnel experience; (5) 
competitive analysis; (6) required licenses and permits; (7) a staffing timetable for hiring: (8) job descriptions: and (9) 
budget and financial projections. Additionally, the overriding requirement of Mauer of Ho is that the business plan must 
be credible. 
9 The App licant indicates that the NCE is located in a targeted employment area, and that the requis ite amount of 
qualifying cap ital is downwardly adjusted from $1,000,000 to $500,000. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(f)(2). 
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$34, 125,000 for leased office space; $2,315,000 for non-leased office space; $15,150,000 for the 
hotel; and $6,160,000 for the parking deck. 

According to it s initial business plan, the .ICE obtained the construction loan from To finance 
this lending, arranged a participation loan, allowing other banks and entities to purchase 
interests in these loans in return for pro-rata shares of the JCE' s repayment of interest and principal. 
The NCE seeks to raise EB-5 capital for the purchase of participation interests in the loans 
earmarked for the hotel and the parking structure. The building loan agreement set out a two
year construction period during which the $57.7 million would be disbursed and only interest 
payments would be required, followed by a permanent period during which the loan would convert 
into the four smaller loans. 10 The duration of the repayment period is contingent upon the ·use of 
EB-5 funds to purchase participation interests. The default repayment period is twelve years (ten 
years after the expiration of the two-year construction period); however, if the NCE used EB-5 
capital to purchase participation interests, the repayment period would be reduced to eight years (six 
years after the expiration of the two-year construction period), but with a fixed interest rate. The 
Applicant asserts that the purchase of loan participation interests should be construed as bridge 
financing. We disagree. 

In April 2017, the Chief issued a notice of intent to deny (NOlO) on the ground that theNCE would 
be using investor funds to purchase interests in the hotel and parking structure loan notes, rather than 
replacing a loan to or equity investment in the .ICE for use in development of the project. Therefore, 
he argued that this capital was not placed at risk for the purpose of generating a return, as it was not 
positioned with the enterprise most responsible for job-creating activities. 11 He also questioned the 
credibility of the business plan, particularly its capital stack and tinancial projections, and 
determined that the proposed investment would not create sufficient jobs. 

After receiving the Applicant's response, the Chief determined that it addressed his concerns with 
the credibility of the business plan, but did not overcome the remainder of the NOlO's grounds. He 
then denied the amendment request. 

A. Bridge Financing and .lob Creation 

To show compliance with 8 C.F.R. § 204.60)(4) and receive deference, the Applicant must 
demonstrate that the affiliated NCE will create at least ten (I 0) full-time positions for qualifying 
employees per toreign investor. It may do so by providing a copy of a comprehensive business plan 
showing that these employees will be needed due to the nature and projected size of the NCE. 12 

10 Per the loan documents, the construction period begins at the loan's closing, and ends on the day before the 
"amortization commencement date." The permanent loan period begins on the amortization commencement date, and 
allocates these funds to four permanent construction loans. 
11 See Mauer of lzummi. 22 I&N Dec. 169, 179 (Assoc. Comm'r 1998) (requiring that the full amount of EB-5 capital be 
made available to the business or businesses most closely responsible for creating the employment upon wh ich the 
petition is based). 
12 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(4)(i)(B) 
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Here, the Applicant has submitted a business plan that estimates that a total of I ,207.6 jobs will be 
generated from construction expenditures, paid for by the loan in which the NCE plans to 
purchase participation interests. 

The Applicant contends that the purchase of those interests satisfies the USCIS policy on bridge 
financing. In general, a foreign investor must show how ·their investment in a new commercial 
enterprise will result in the creation of at least 10 full-time positions for qualifying employees. 13 

However, USCIS policy allows foreign investors, in limited circumstances, to receive credit for jobs 
created by a JCE that obtained bridge financing prior to the receipt of EB-5 funds. The May 2013 
EB-5 Adjudications Policy Memorandum states: 

... the developer or the principal of the new commercial enterprise, either directly or 
through a separate job-creating entity, may utilize interim, lemporary or bridge 
financing- in the form of either debt or equity- prior to receipt of EB-5 capitaL If 
the proje~t commences based on the interim or bridge financing prior to the receipt of 
the EB-5 capital and subsequently replaces it with EB-5 capital, the new commercial 
enterprise may still receive credit for the job creation under the regulations. 
Generally, the replacement of bridge financing with EB-5 investor capital should 
have been contemplated prior to acquiring the original non-EB-5 tinancing. 
However, even if the EB-5 financing was not contemplated prior to acquiring the 
temporary financing, as long as the financing to be replaced was contemplated as 
short-term temporary financing which would be subsequently replaced, the infusion 
of EB-5 financing could still result.in the creation of, and credit for, new jobs. 

It is also important to note that the full amount of the immigrant's investment must be 
made available to the business(es) most closely responsible for creating the jobs upon 
which EB-5 eligibility is based. Maller of lzwnmi, 22 I&N Dec. at 179. Thus, in the 
regional center context, if the new commercial enterprise is not the job-creating 
entity, then the full amount of the capital must be first inv~sted in the new 
commercial enterprise and then made available to the job creating entity. (emphasis 

I~ added) 

Although not directly noted in the Chiefs decision, the record establishes that the JCE anticipated 
using EB-5 funds to repay equity, cash, and loan proceeds that it contributed and used for 
construction prior to the receipt of those funds. However, the Chief found that the NCE's intent to 
use the capital raised to purchase participation interests made those funds available to for use, 
rather than to the .ICE to replace bridge financing. We agree. 

13 See section 203(b)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(5). 
1 ~ USCIS Policy Memorandum PM-602-0083, EB-5 Adjudications Policy 15-16 (May 30, 2013), available at 
http://www.uscis.gov/laws/policy-memoranda. At the time of filing, this Policy Memorandum provided the relevant 
guidance on EB-5 Adjudications. See also 6 USC IS Policy Manual G.2(D)( I), https://www.uscis,gov/policymanual. 
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The Applicant provides a business plan in which the NCE will provide EB-5 capital to the JCE for. 
the purpose of replacing expenditures related to the construction of the mixed-use bui lding. The 
business plan anticipates that the NCE will provide these funds via its purchase of participation 
interests, and estimates that a total of I ,207 .6 jobs will be generated from construction expenditures. . . 

The Applicant has not demonstrated it may receive credit for those jobs, as its proposed use of EB-5 
capital violates USCIS policy because the funds are not being used to replace qualifying bridge 
financing. As discussed, the record shows that will make one loan totaling $57.7 million to 
the JCE with two separate payment periods. If theNCE purchases all of the participation interests, 

will loan funds for the parking deck and hotel to the JCE at a fixed interest rate for six years. 
During this permanent loan period, the JCE will make interest-only payments to During the 
same time period, will pay to the NCE a share of these interest payments. At the end of this 

· shorter EB-5 loan period, will repay theNCE the full balance of its participation interests. 

Under the terms of the loan, EB-5 capital is not being provided to the JCE to replace the pre
ex isting financing. In the regional center context, if the new commercial enterprise is not the job
creating entity, then the full amount of the capital must be first invested in the new commercial 
enterprise and then made available to the job creating entity. Matter of fzummi states: 

Especially where indirect employment creation is being claimed, and the nexus 
between the money and the jobs is already tenuous, the Service has an interest in 
examining, to a degree, the manne r in which funds are being applied. The full 
amount of money must he made available to the busincss(es) most closely 
responsible for creating the employment upon which the petition is based. 
(emphasis in original). 

Here, the record does not demonstrate that the EB-5 capital has been made available to the .ICE. 
Instead of transferring the funds to the JCE to be used to replace existing financing, the NCE will 
purchase-participation interests in loan. While the record identiti es limitations on the .ICE's 
use of the funds it receives, it does not demonstrate that the proceeds from the sale of participation 
interests would be provided to the .ICE or reduce the .ICE's debt obligation. Rather, the purchase 
agreement shows that the NCE' s use of EB-5 capital would obtain a share of the JCE's anticipated 
repayment of the loan. The record does not show that the EB-5 capital would go towards the 
construction that the Applicant claims would provide the job creation required lor foreign investors, 
violating the holding of Mauer of lzummi and the USC IS policy on bridge tinancing. 

We further note that the financial instrument the Applicant presented does not qualify as temporary 
bridge financing. 15 As di scussed above, the Loan Agreement provides for one loan to the JCE 

15 The Applicant asserts that in a recent non-precedent decision, we interpreted USCIS bridge financing policy to permit 
the use of EB-5 capital to replace financing that "might continue long term if the EB-5 capital never materialized." It 
misconstrues our decision, as we determined that the financing in that case did not sat isfy the policy because the record 
lacked information on whether it was intended to be short term and replaced. Furthermore. our decision was non-
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broken into two periods with different servicing obligations. will provide al l of the financing 
as a construction-to-permanent mortgage for the first period, receiving interest-onl y payments from 
the JCE in return. During the second period, converts this $57.7 million loan into four smaller 
permanent notes. These smaller notes do not replace the original construction loan; they are an 
extension of it. Therefore, the construction loan period is not temporary financing extended by 

to the .ICE, but rather is a part of permanent loan package. Furthermore, the 
Commitment identifies the hotel and parking deck notes as "permanent mortgage financing'.' and 
defines their purpose as the provision of "permanent financing for both the · Hotel and Parking Deck 
Components." 

The business plan also reflects that the Applicant considered these loans to be permanent financi ng. 
When addressing the total debt requ irements for building construction, it provides that there will be a 
"single plan of debt tinancing" consisting of one constructipn loan that will be di vided into four 
permanent loans at the end of the construction period. On page 16, the business plan identifies the 
hotel and parking notes as permanent loans, and states that they "include both Bank and EB-5 
financing." Thus, contrary to the Applicant's assertion that EB-5 capital will be used to replace 
temporary bridge financing, the record clearly demonstrates that the funds will be used in a \vay not 
permitted by USCIS policy. As such, the Applicant has not demonstrated that the NCE can receive 
credit for jobs generated by those activities. Accordingly, the Applicant has not established that a 
sufficient number of jobs would be created by the NCE to allocate ten j obs to each of the 42 
investors required to raise the $21,000,000 in capital. 

B. Material Change 

Because we conclude that the Applicant has not demonstrated that its proposed use of EB-5 capital 
complies with USCIS policy on bridge financing, and that the NCE· will create sufficient jobs, we 
need not full y address other issues evident in the record . That said , we bri efly identify a potential 
ground o f ineligibility not raised by the Chief to inform the Applicant that thi s issue should be 
addressed in future proceedings. Specifically, we note that the Applicant's introduction on appeal of 
new loan documents between the NCE and the JCE may consti tute an impermissible material 
change. 16 

The Applicant asserts that its original offering documents contained a funding option in which the 
NCE offers a direct loan to the .ICE for repayment of the hotel and parking deck construction. 
Accordingly, it argues that the introduction into the record of these amended financing instruments is 
permissible. While the original record contains cursory references to the JCE 's obligation to borrow 
directly from the NCE in limited circumstances, it lacks documentation of how it would have 

precedential and, therefore, it does not bind USCIS officers in future adjudications. See 8 C. F.R. § 103.3(c). Non
precedent decisions apply existing law and policy to the specific facts of the individual case, and may be distingu ishable 
based on the evidence in the record of proceedings, the issues considered, and applicable law and policy. 
16 A change in fact is material if the changed circumstances would have a natural tendency to influence or are predi~tably 
capable of affecting the decision. See Kungys v. United States, 485 U.S. 759, 770-72 ( 1988). 
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implemented such an option. 17 As such, the Applicant has failed to establ ish that the direct 
financing documents submitted on appeal do not represent an impermissible material change. 

IlL CONCLUSION 

The Applicant fails to demonstrate that the full amount of capital raised w ill be provided to the entity 
most closely responsible for job creation, or that a sufficient number of jobs will be created to 
allocate ten to each foreign investor. It has not established eligibility for the benefit sought . 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 

Cite as Matter of EB-F-N-Y. ID# I 079300 (AAO Apr. 25, 20 18) 

17 The Commitment Letter, the and NCE Participation Agreements, and the Private 
Placement Memoranda (PPM) all document the JCE's obligation to borrow all of the EB-5 funds raised by the NCE. 
The PPM are the only documents explicitly referencing a potential mechanism advising the fore ign investor that the 
Commitment letter "obligate[sJ the [.ICE) to borrow the EB-5 funds raised by the NCE. even if not via the Loan 
Participation Agreement. If this were to happen it is poss!ble that the [NCE] would be forced to renegot iate its loans to 
the [JCEJ and rece ive less favorable terms." Aside from this reference, the memoranda contain no discuss ion of a direct 
financing option, such as how it would be implemented or how the funds would be. used. 
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